DTE believes climate change is one of the defining
policy issues of this generation. This is why DTE is
taking bold steps to triple our investment in
renewables while cutting carbon emissions in half
over the next 10 years. DTE Electric and Gas were
also among the first utility companies in the nation
to commit to 80% emissions reductions by 2040 and
net-zero by 2050.
DTE is committed to partnering with Ann Arbor and
supporting their net-zero carbon emission goal.
We support many of the strategies and actions included in the proposed A2Z Living Carbon Neutrality
Plan – and identified twelve specific partnerships to help Ann Arbor achieve a just transition to carbon
neutrality. These partnerships can start immediately and have a measurable impact today through our
energy efficiency programs and solutions including MIGreenPower, a voluntary program that allows
customers to meet 100% of their electricity usage through renewable sources.

While there are many areas where we can and want to partner, there are specific actions within the
A2Zero plan that we do not support due to the impacts to customer affordability and reliability, as well
as long term impacts for the state should certain policy actions be taken.
Two of the areas of action DTE does not support are
electric market deregulation and the restrictions to
access to natural gas as a fuel option for space heating or
business functions. Below, we provide an overview of
the challenges posed by these proposed actions. We
want to reiterate that we support further collaboration
and evaluations of alternative paths to achieving the
overall goal of a net-zero future.

Electric Market Deregulation
The A2Zero Strategy 1 goal of having a grid powered by
100% renewables is facilitated by an action to change state
law to allow for community choice aggregation, or CCA.
This action would require the state to deregulate its electric
market. Over the last 20 years, deregulated states across
the country have experienced challenges with affordability,
reliability planning, customer satisfaction and consumer
protection, electric price volatility, and cross-subsidization.123
“California officials expressed concern that the state’s push toward 100% clean energy
and the rapid growth of community choice aggregators could imperil
grid reliability if not carefully orchestrated”
Deregulated market structures also cede oversight authority over reliability planning and regulatory
oversight of costs to customers for energy. No state has passed deregulation in almost 20 years because
of these challenges, and we do not support actions to attempt to move Michigan down that path.

Alterations of Statewide Building Codes to Restrict Access to Natural Gas
While DTE is focused on working to decarbonize the
entire gas value chain, we have concerns with
altering statewide building codes that facilitate the
restriction of access to natural gas. Efforts to
restrict natural gas usage must take into account
the full cost of conversion to other energy sources
for residents and businesses,4 along with an
evaluation of the secondary effects to infrastructure
costs in addition to potential impacts to local
businesses such as restaurants and home builders.
DTE once again reiterates our support for moving toward a net-zero future, and we look forward to
partnering with Ann Arbor on our shared journey to net-zero carbon emissions. We encourage the City
Council and Staff to continue their active dialogue with community stakeholders to seek further input on
alternative actions to proposed statewide policy changes, like those mentioned here, to reach net-zero
carbon emissions by 2030.
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